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INTRODUCTION
Wire Electric Machinery is a metal machining process in which a metal workpiece is shot with thousands of
sparks onto a metal workpiece. Wire EDM deals with materials immune to conventional approaches even
because they are electrically conductive; normally non-ferrous, they are constructed of stainless steel, titanium,
super iron, brass, etc. It's unorthodox. Instead of cutting, EDM melts or vaporizes the stuff, leaving little waste
and a very straight line. A wide variety of EDM devices, which are highly versatile and can cut hard metals and
use relatively limited workspace, have been built throughout the entire industry.

Wire cut and traditional EDM variations
There are two key EDM forms: conventional and cable. Conventional EDM requires, as described above, a
mechanism to disperse the electric current. This unit, the cathode, runs along the metal portion, the anode, and
the current reacts to the metal's melting or vaporization. The tiny debris washed the object away owing to the
dielectric gas. Wire cut EDM (or WCEDM) discharges the electrified current through a narrow thin wire that is
a cathode, guided in the path or kernel needed. A dielectric solution immerses the pipeline, cleans the sparks
and directs them. The thin wire permits specific cuts, with keys as wide as three inches and a positioning
accuracy of + /- 0.0002. Such increased sensitivity facilitates precise, 3D cuts and creates very clear stitching,
die-cuts and strippings.
To order to provide more precision, EDM cables are controlled by CNC systems which can manipulate the wire
on a 3-dimensional axis. While conventional EDM does not often yield very complicated corners or designs, the
increasing precision of wire EDMs allows complex patterns and cuts. In fact, the EDM wire will break metals
up to 0.004 fine. Wire EDM effectively helps the wire to evaporate at any point and thereby eliminate potential
waste. The WCEDM wire fires from both ends, which means that the breakage is stronger than the wire itself.
Under other terms, when the wire is rounded off with a stream band, the fastest and more precise cutting route
becomes feasible with an extra band diameter and cable, and is readily understood by technicians.
Manufacturers prefer to manufacture thinner and thinner wires to guarantee much better accuracy and smaller
buttons.

SYSTEMS WIRE CUT EDM
For its versatility, EDM wire cutting machines are used by manufacturers for a broad variety of applications. As
the machine can cut very tiny pieces, it is also suitable for producing small , highly detailed objects which are
normally too delicate for other machine choices. The approach for smaller projects is also cost-effective and
may be helpful for making samples even though the real project may require several measures.This should be
remembered that the wire is being used and can not be constantly reused. The expense of steel , brass or other
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metallic wire would then increase by kilometres. And while the system consumes little resources or creates burrs
and should be used with delicate artifacts, the possibility of thermal stress is undoubtedly.
Polycrystalline diamonds (PCDs), because of their excellent wear tolerance, exceptionally high toughness,
strong chemical and thermal resilience, decent touginess as well as thermal conductivity, were also used as
cutting devices, moulds and diets and equipment. PCD can be translated into very sharp edge and very smooth
structure of the device. Such property allows the implementation of high precision and high surface efficiency
processing products. PCD cutting instruments have huge benefits over conventional cutting devices such as
cemented carbide and high-speed steel machines. High toughness and strong wear resistance enable the
application to replace tough materials, such as nonferrous high alloys[1] and composites[2-3] in the aerospace
and automotive industries. The reliability of PCD instruments often takes them to many sectors such as the
manufacture of wood products[4-5].

Several work efforts have been carried out on PCD platform implementations. The equipment for making PCD
cutting tools is therefore less implemented. While PCD machining is especially difficult due to its high wear
resistance and severe hardness. Since the PCD binder components are metals such as cobalt and nickel,
electrical discharge machining ( EDM) can potentially be utilized. The electrical machining and grinding
processes currently control the development of geometries and cutting edges for the manufacture of PCD
tools[6-9]. The cutting edge consistency and surface validity of multiple PCD blanks Electric discharge grinding
(EDG) produced has been investigated[6]. The EDG material removal rate and surface / edge ruggedness were
governed by PCD grain size. The PCD machinability of EDM was tested with the ultrasonic transducer vibrated
electrode[7]. The performance of EDM has been increased significantly relative to the first EDM without
distortion. EDM machinability and PCD hold suppression were also tested in water[8]. Ultrapure water with
high resistivity will reduce PCD binder metal 's electrochemical corrosion. Grinding is often widely used in the
manufacture of PCD devices. Via laboratory trials of cutting-edge consistency and process output in the
grinding of PCD instruments, the diamond wheels for the grinding were optimized [9]. Certain approaches for
producing PCD devices, such as abrasive waterjet processing and laser machining[10-12], were also
investigated. However, these methods are not widely applied in the PCD blanks cutting tool industry due to the
high erosion rate of the focussing dust and the costs of abrasive waterjet machining and are not economical in
laser machining.The basic studies of manufacturing behaviors and features for wire cutting EDMs of PCD
materials are, however, not adequate to lead the industry. This paper would perform an experimental analysis on
the EDM wire cutting of PCD blanks to investigate their cutting actions and characteristics. The EDM Wire Cut
PCD samples were examined using an optical 3D non-contact microscope ( SEM) with an energy scanning ray
spectroscope (EDX) and a non-contact electron microscope.
The electric discharge (EDM) process known to us today originated in 1770 with the experiments of Joseph
Preistly. He observed that electrical discharges had removed fluid from electrodes in his tests. It is often known
to be thermal discharge corrosion.
In the 1940s, the two soviet researchers of the Lazarenkos developed a machining method which formed the
basis for modern EDM wire and small EDM hole.
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EDM is also referred to as: flame handling, flame eroding and sinking. Illustration of constructive and
destructive costs in the edm process

WHY ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE REGULATION
The basic electrical discharge system is quite simple. An electric spark is generated between an electrode and a
workpiece. The light reveals the growth of electricity. It produces intense heat at 8000-12000 degrees Celsius
temperatures and nearly all melts. The fire is controlled and focused very carefully, only impacting the surface
of the material. The EDM process normally does not impact the heat therapy under the dirt. The fire also exists
in the deionized dielectric vapor. The water conductivity is carefully regulated, rendering the EDM process an
excellent setting. The water acts as a refrigerant and flushes the damaged metal pieces free.

Illustration demonstrating how electrical discharge machining erodes a workpiece surface What is electrical
discharge wire machining?
Wire EDM is also known as: EDM wire falls, wire tears, EDM damages, wire melting and wire loss.
Wire discharge machining (WEDM) uses a metal wire for the cutting or molding of a component, usually a
leading material, utilizing a tiny electric wire specifically measured. The electrode diameters typically range
between 0.004′′ and 0.012′′, although smaller and greater diameters may be used.
Throughout the wire cutting process, there is no clear contact between the wire and the workpiece that allow to
work without distorting the wire path or steel structure. For achieve so, the wire is conveniently wired to a
desired voltage. Deionized water is also inside the wire. Once the voltage hits the right level, a funnel jumps
over the gap and melts a tiny portion of the job object. The deionized water refreshes and flushes out the
microscopic debris.
The part content's durability will not impact the cutting speed. Wire cutting is often used to create extrusion dies
and whitening marks.

CUTTING THE CABLE
Wire cutting method diagram

WHY EDM WIRE-CUT WORKS
EDM cutting is also performed in the workpiece. A break in the workpiece must be boiled or the bottom
finished to begin wire production. Each discharge creates a hole in the component and has an effect on the
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machining area of the tool. The wire should be bent such that taper parts or profiles can be formed on the
top and the sides. There is also a tactile contact between the electrode and the workpiece (see above). The
wire is typically constructed of nickel or powdered copper and has a diameter of between 0.1 to 0.3 mm.

Each aspect is cut or raw and skimmed depending on the precision and surface finish needed. During a split
the wire ideally passes into a stronger component, and when it is finished, a slug or scrap bit fall. This gives
adequate precision for some research, but skimming is required much of the time.

CUTS ROUGHING & SKIM
A skim break is when the wire is again run across the raw surface in a lower energy and low pressure wash
setting. One to nine skim passes can be feasible, depending on the accuracy and surface finish needed. Usually
there are only two skim switches. A skim move will remove up to 0.002′′ or 0.0001′′ content. In a roughing
cycle ( i.e. first break) air is forced through the high-pressure wound to remain cold enough to remove
fragmented particles as quickly as possible. The water gradually flows across the fire in the skimming (precision
/ finish cuts), so that the wire is not deflected.

EDM TECHNOLOGIES – AN
DETAILED PEEK AT TINY HOLE EDM WIRE AND HIGH-SPEED.
What kinds is created by an EDM wire machine?
A wire EDM is a CNC machine which can be used to create taper cutting on four different axes. For examples,
stamping die may be machined with a 1/4 degree taper in some places and in two degrees in another. Extrusion
dies and horns may be constantly sliced with moving tapers. For eg, a complicated form on the top of the piece
is a flat circle on the bottom.

•

Using to minimize EDM

•

Ideal for delicate or tiny functional pieces that can be damaged by industrial or other unorthodox
methods.

•

Thick parts that need good finishes and/or accuracy.

•

Complex spaces or forms

•

Longer parts with different tolerances

•

Strong, soft, natural or porous materials

Electric discharge or EDM equipment is a non-traditional mechanism by which a thermal energy material is
extracted from a workpiece. EDM requires no mechanical strength throughout the removal process, as do
approaches such as laser cutting. That is why it is considered non-traditional, for example, to be created using
cutting tools.
EDM is very useful in tool making and mold making as it is highly suitable for hard materials like titanium,
particularly difficult forms to manufacture with friction.
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THE EDM LOOP
Ecyclopædia Britannica gives a short overview of EDM: 'EDM needs a mechanism for the disintegration, at
high frequency, of electrical sparks from electrode graphite or soft metal devices, such as hard steel or carbide.'
In brief, electrical discharge processing is a manufacturing procedure that distinguishes content directly from
goods performed using an electrode. The electrode negatively influences the workpiece by moving a structure
onto a porous substratum. The process in general is a little more complex: the workpiece and electrode are
discharged slightly and the substance is removed by melting or vaporizing. For this process, the electrode and
the workpiece shall be submerged in a dielectric fluid.
The panel is lowered (left) to the workpiece. Content is discharged at a slight gap between the tool and the
workpiece (right).The panel is lowered (left) to the workpiece. Substance is extracted at a slight gap between the
instrument and the workpiece (right).
The idea behind the system is that material could be undermined by controlled electric sparks. The workpiece
and electrode will not hit at this porcess. In the end, the difference is about as high as a human eye. The volume
of the substance released with a single spark is small, but the release rate is approximately 100,000 times per
second.
The electrical field in the region described by the spark gap reduces until the disturbance is reached as the
electrode passes near to the piece of work. For this form, the fluid in which this discharge happens will not be
performed or dielectric. The discharge causes extreme fluid friction, which melts tiny amounts of oil. This waste
material is removed by constant flow of the dielectric fluid. The solvent is also effective for cooling machining.
The sparks do need to be tracked.
Three different electrical discharge machining methods: wire EDM, EDM sink and boiling of EDM hole
There are three different types of electrical discharge equipment. The latter model is called sinker EDM. This is
also referred to as sinking, EDM, EDM or Ram EDM. This allows the user to create complex forms using the
EDM sink. This solution includes premachined electrodes that have the required shape (often made of graphite
or copper). This electrode is then submerged in the workpiece and its original shape is negative.
For examples, wire erosion machining: the modules are machined on a Sodick wire EDM system.
An reason for machined wire corrosion parts: these items were machined using an EDM Sodick wire tool.
(Steel / ETMM Point)The second method of processing is known as EDM wire, wire corrosion or EDM
sparking. A thin wire is used for removing the workpiece in Wire EDM. In this case, the wire behaves as an
electrode. Throughout machining, the wire is constantly removed from an automated feed with a spool. If the cut
is made in the middle rather than outside, EDM is used to produce a split in the segment on which the wire is
threaded.
Diamond guides lead the cable. Usually, the material is deionized water. The wire is constructed of copper or
brass as well. The following video gives a short overview of the workings of Wire EDM:
EDM Boiling Spot is the last method of machining. This tool is used as its name suggests for boring gaps. In
comparison to traditional boiling methods, EDM may handle incredibly small and wide gaps. However, for
EDM drilled holes no deburring is needed. The electrodes are tubular and the electrode itself contains the
dielectric solution.
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Usually, any conductive material can be machined with electric discharge machine. Typical products include
metals or metal alloys, such as stainless steel, titanium and composites.
The sinking EDM electrodes are typically constructed of copper or graphite. The conductivity of electrodes and
the tolerance to corrosion are the key factors for the use of electrodes. The drawback to graphite is that handling
is harder than steel. Copper, though, is rather conductive and strong. Brass is often fitted with a cupper and zink
alloy for wire EDM or thin tubular electrodes.
Like sinking electrodes, wire used for EDM wire has no high resistance properties as fresh wire is fed to cutting
continuously. Benefits: It makes sense to use EDM
The key benefit of electrical discharge equipment is that it can be used with any entity as long as it is driving.
Operating parts consisting of carbide or titanium tungsten are both possible and challenging to handle using
traditional cutting techniques. The absence of mechanical energy is another benefit of electrical discharge
machining in the workpiece. Fragile contours are easier to manufacture since no powerful cutting power is
required in the material.
EDM includes forms and textures not reached by a cutting tool. A common application for EDM is particularly
deep processing in which the device's duration to the diameter ration is very high. The key computer machining
specialties are pointed inner edges, large ribs and tiny gaps. Another factor EDM is that the consistency of the
surface is still increasing than conventional methods. Electric discharge equipment produces uniquely crafted
surfaces that are incredibly precise.
In reality, EDM allows customers to build sealed workpieces. Although other techniques may be employed
before the workpiece is heat-treated, electrical discharge machining is also utilized on the hard material. Some
future deformation from the application of heat treatment can thus be prevented.
Nonetheless, there are also cases in which electric discharging machining is not the safest solution. EDM is a
very reliable procedure. EDM is a rather slow operation, as opposed to traditional machining. Large frequency
behaviors are also not appropriate for this device. The electro-thermal loop often involves a large energy intake.
How safe is EDM? It is also a topic of interest for those professionals who come into touch with EDM for the
first time. The requirement for high voltage and occasional sparks makes it look to new staff as a health concern.
Furthermore, as long as the system is operated according to the manufacturer's instructions, there is no big risk.
The publication Metalforming provides advice about how to guarantee plant protection. Here are some of the
required steps for secure running of an EDM machine:

•

Operators and staff must be adequately qualified in electrical machining

•

Ensure fire safety systems are built and managed on a daily basis.

•

Keep an eye on the gas: the dielectric fluid amount is of critical significance. The solvent avoids the
disposal of conductive items other than the workpiece.

•

Proper ventilation will clean the air from gasses that can be created in the liquid as a result of chemical
release reactions.

•

When it circulates, you have to control the dielectric fluid to insure it maintains its non-conductive
properties.

•

EDM and control equipment
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Most manufacturers of EDM devices exist. Mitsubishi Electric, OPS Ingersoll, Makino, Excetek, among the
most popular manufacturers.
WHICH IS EDM WIRE?

•

WEDM uses a copper or brass alloy wire spool which is continuously fed through the workpiece.
Speak of it as a rather accurate bandsaw.

•

Typical wire diameters vary from 0,004 cm to 0,012 cm, while wire is accessible to 1,0006 cm.
WEDM is commonly employed in the knife and die industry as well as in medical parts for the cutting
of narrow holes and equally complicated functions.

•

What is the drilling of EDM Hole?

•

EDM hole boiling, or "hole poppers," depends on a tube electrode that flows through a dielectric fluid
in its middle and returns like a coolant-fed boiler piece.

•

The key process for creating diffuser holes in jet engine blade and vane specifics is Evan Syverson,
Additive and HSM Market Director at Sodick Inc.

• Sodick, GF Machining Solutions and Ona are
• See this link to go further. Source: EDM Accuracy
HOW IS EDM FROM SINKER?
The electrodes used for the EDM sinker (typically graphite or copper), while circular , square and other types,
are generally machined in a mirror or reverse image. As with EDM drilling, the electrode may be rotated,
orbited or tumbled into and out of the workpiece, growing the pace of metal displacement and producing a
variety of unusual geometries.
Regardless of the equipment, professionals including Eric Ostini, EDM GF Machining Solutions project
manager and colleagues immediately refer out the three key aspects about EDM: flushing, flushing and flushing.
It is when a short circuit happens without adequate flushing, accompanied by reduced efficiency, poor
component output and likely losses to the electrode.
See this link to go further. Source: U-SME tooling
What is EDM necessary?
How would you in your shop use EDM? Brian Pfluger, EDM Brand Line Director for Makino Inc., says that the
EDM method is getting more desirable and competitive as workpiece components get tougher to machinery
through traditional means. Types involve the change in the ratio of longitude to diameter and incredibly limited
cutting equipment whenever possible.
EDM provides other benefits over friction and spinning. As EDM is a non-contact operation, very low, thinwalled, honeycombed or high workpieces can be machined without thinking about the deflection.
There are no EDM burrs. Clear inner corners are feasible with radius down to 0.001 inches. Costly products
such as gold or silver are virtually without content damage to devices. A few "tenths" are even a simple EDM
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cakewalk, also in vicious high-nickel alloys, such as Rene 41 and L-605, where fast tool wear is nothing to think
about.
CHAPTER -2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Many attempts have been made since the development of the WEDM system to improve operation performance
and functional reliability. The key to transforming a removal process into a controllable operation is device
stability. Demand for high surface accuracy in manufacturing industries is constantly increasing at a relatively
fast machining pace. The wire electrode is one of the factors for the overall efficiency of WEDM. Numerous
studies have been performed to increase the performance of WEDM wire electrodes. The key emphasis of this
chapter is wire based factors to improve WEDM performance. The machining speed of WEDM has been linked
to the conductivity of wire and the cryogenic process has proved to be an efficient way of enhancing
conductivity and regenerating tension in non-ferrous materials. The literature on cryogenic care is also included
in this study.
Here is the complete literature review:
2.1 WEDM
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Wire wire machining (WEDM) is a process of periodic discharge by means of a working fluid from the wired
electrode to the working part. The workpiece and the wire electrode lead to the perfect way to break the
workpiece into numerous forms of metal moulds, opening, pointing points, device elements, etc. WEDM is an
important process of processing complicated two- and three dimensional structures of hard-to-machine
electrically conductive metals (Pandey 1980). Measurements of WEDM performance require cutting pace,
finishing and rock accuracy. The key machining parameters influencing WEDM 's performance are the length of
the pulse, the pulse-off cycles, the wire size, the wire voltage. In the past several studies have been conducted to
improve performance characteristics, such as cutting level, surface roughness and wear of wires, etc.

Daniels and Philips (1976) discussed the wire process EDM 's technological consequences. A mathematical
model developed by Scott et al to simulate the removal rate and material surface finish (1991) during the
machining of the contents of D2 machine steel in various conditions. Tosun et al. (2003a) studied the impact of
various process parameters and concluded that open circuit tension and pulse duration are the most important
surface ruggedness parameters. Han et al. (2007) The findings were examined that short pulses and long pulses
have the same surface roughness as different rates of elimination, although the pulses are constant per discharge.
Quick pulse duration with high maximum value may also improve surface roughness.
Reverse polarity also has a significant effect on roughness of the air. In addition, Tosun et al. (2003b) have been
researching how increased pulse frequency, open circuit tension and wire speed raises the diameter of the crater
and the depth of the crater, whereas decreased dielectric fluid pressure reducts certain variables. Liao et al.
(1997a) concluded that the feed and pulse speed affect the removal pace and finishing of the soil. Williams and
Rajurkar (1991 ) reported work on WEDM's surface characteristics machining input parameters. Scott et al.
(1991) investigated that the surface finish has been enhanced by increase in discharge strength, pulse period and
wire length, but that the resultant dielectric flow rate is adversely reduced. Tarng et al. (1995) use the neural grid
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system for evaluating optimum surface and cutting rate calculation parameters (phase speed, pulse duration,
peak current and average servo reference voltage). Greater pressure produces small craters on the workpiece
surface and hence more surface roughness (Rebelo et al . , 1998). Liao et co. (2004) has claimed that shallow
craters with large diameters boost surface efficiency, so the option of a shorter pulse makes it important that
electricity be measured at a lower stage. Han et al. (2007 ) indicated that SR would increase with short pulse
duration coupled with strong peak value. Reverse polarity also has a heavy effect on SR.

The EDM wire breaks as the release (or DC arc) causes a wire crack that is larger than the standard crack scale
expected for pre-load stress disturbance. The key element in wire breakage is not the wire strength, but the
failure triggered by wire sparks.

(Core, 2007a). (Core, 2007a). A frequency control system was designed to

detect online thermal load on the cable (Wang and Rajurkar 1992). The accuracy of the machining of profiles is
decreased by wire slicing in the WEDM. A new approach has been developed to handle wire breakage during
machining (Kinoshita et al. 1982). To order to understand the potential cause of the wire breakdown at the
WEDM (Banerjee et al., 1993), temperature fluctuations were anticipated to the area of the discharge pipe. In
order to minimize wire breakage during transmission, a compute raided pulse detection system has been
developed (Liao et al., 1997b). Self-trained flush tests were suggested for monitoring the sparking amount by
checking off pulse duration (Yan and Liao, 1996). In order to evaluate the thermal load effects of special process
parameters (Rajurkar and Wang, 1993) an electric wire discharge machining mathematical thermal model was
created.
Optimum wire tension control is needed to avoid wire breakage. The 3-dimensional temperature and stress
distribution in micro wire were determined on the basis of thermalmechanical work (Han et al . 2008). The
effect of various system parameters on WRR was evaluated experimentally and statistically. To define the ratio
of WWR to cutting parameters (Tosun and Cogun 2003c) a control function was used. Standardized spark
delivery is critical for efficient machining. The effect of high-speed video camera on the distribution of the spark
places of some method parameters has been studied (Okada et al, 2010). Alias et al. also defined the effect of
different process parameters on kerf size, MRR and SR and the best mix of machine feed rate machining
parameters. (2012). (2012).
The 'wire type' is also crucial to surface efficiency and cutting speed (Dauw & Albert 1992)/Development of
wire electrodes has contributed to major performance improvements such as cutting speed, surface finish, and
accuracy. A new EDM cable offers fast cutting speed, greater accuracy and enhanced surface finish. The
development of wire electrodes was investigated in controlling the chemical composition of main or covering
compounds. Few experiments were performed using high-performance wire electrodes to improve surface
roughness and cuts distance. Zinc-coated brass wire is significantly more flushable than uncoated (Aoyama et
al.,, Kuroda et al . 1999). 1999. 1999. 1999. A graphite coating on the top of the metal wire greatly improves
flushability. High quality electrodes coated with metal wire dramatically improve the pace and surface finish.
Ranganath et al . ( 2003) found that flat metal wire wear levels are higher than zinc-coated metal wire. The
decreased wear of zinc-coated metal cables increases the discharge specifications for flat metal cords. Morita et
al. (2005) studied the essential effect of the thickness of the brass and zinc layers on the machining properties of
WEDM. Okada et co. (2008) studied the effect of bronze and zinc coating on the piano wire and observed that
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the removal rate decreased as the coated brass content increased. Schacht et al. (2004a) examined the effect of
cu and zn coating on steel wire and found that unique machining is attributed to a very strong pre-load relative
to molybdenum and tungsten wires. Aoyama et al . ( 1999) also developed high-speed shielded wire electrodes
for super-high speed cutting to render EDM more precise and effective. Kuroda et co. Aoyama et al . ( 1999)
and (2008) WEDM high-speed and high-speed (HIF) high-sonic (HIS) wire electrode developed and used due to
its good electric and thermal resistance properties. Smaller wire electrodes have a cleaner finish, relative to
larger wires (Khan et al . , 2006; Tomalin, 2007a; Patric et al., 2008). Nevertheless, these driven wires also face
certain dielectric fluid impurities as well as other problems like environmental risks, which are therefore just any
more costly (Kern, 2007b).
The findings of experimental and theoretical work on the effect of the frequency of discharge and of discharge
energy on the material removal rate of the blank polycrystalline diamond (PCD) of WEDM were provided by
Kozak et al.[2] On the basis of thermal stresses between diamond grain and cobalt phases, the process of
separating diamond grains from the matrix in electric erosion was addressed. The machining feed rate was stated
to be roughly proportional to the discharge rate and rises nonlinearly as the circuit capability increased. It was
also stated that the machining feed rate of the PCD layer was slightly lower than the tungsten carbide substrate.
The thermal stress calculation of diamond and cobalt phases shows that the disparity between thermal expansion
coefficients of diamond and cobalt was an significant factor in the process of grain removal of diamonds when
PCD was machining for electrical discharge.
The WEDM process was modeled by Tarng et al [3] with the aid of the neural transmission device feed (8-14-2)
to equate cutting parameters with cutting efficiency, i.e. machining speed and surface roughness. To convert all
priorities into a single target structure, a basic weighting approach was used. A synthetic (SA) algorithm for the
search for optimum cutting parameters was then used. Experimental tests have shown that this technique will
significantly improve the cutting efficiency of wire-EDM.
In the WEDM method, Yan and Liao[4] developed and improved a sparking frequency control device. A
modern, selflearning, fuzzy controller based on the voltage waveform characteristics of the device was used.
To monitor the sparking frequency at a safe point, pulse off-time is regulated in real time to avoid wire break to
maintain the metal removal rate up. The established control technique was evaluated in terms of cutting a
workpiece at consistently sharp angles, adjusting the workpiece height during processing and fast feed rate
machining. The sparking frequency was observed to be determined experimentally by the servo feed parameter
and the higher the feed rate, the greater the sparking frequency was.
Therefore, the sparking frequency can not be regulated with a high table feed rate just by changing the pulse off
time. The experimental findings showed however that the monitoring and control device established functioned
satisfactorily without the possibility of wire breakage.
Prohaszka et al [5] tested the impact of pure magnesium, tin and Zn on WEDM machinability by conducting a
series of repetitive experiments in a regular EDM device. Through all the experimental cycles, the operating
parameters remained stable, e.g. pulse loop duration, tp = 100 μs; discharge period, te = 60 μs; and open circuit
voltage, u = 250 V and the dull duration at tb = 10Min. Following tests, the wear and depth of the electrodes
were tracking and associated with the material properties, including the melting temperature, the evaporation
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temperature and working feature. The results showed that the wire electrode materials would have a limited size,
lower melting point and moderate evaporation temperatures.
The adaptive control device Rajurkar et al.[6] have built to maximize the sparking frequency in online methods
by an estimate of workpiece height utilizing a current multiinput paradigm for electric wire discharge machines.
The latest multifunctional input model defined the relation between the average gap voltage output and sparking
frequency and cutting feed input values. The preliminary tests of the new multiple input model revealed that
cycle reliability has increased significantly.
Spedding and Wang[7] sought to refine the wire electrical discharge method process of machining the
parametric combination through the device simulation using the artificial neural network ( ANN) and by time
series analysis techniques to classify the machined surface. In order to examine the machining efficiency in
relation to output profitability and machined surface texture, an
ANN input propagation on a central composite rotatable experimental system was developed and performed. As
control variables, pulse duration, period between two pulses, wire mechanical tension and wire feed speed were
selected. The process outputs included cutting speed, surface roughness ( Ra) and waviness. The cutting pace of
the cycle has been shown to improve with the rise in Ra and waviness values. However, a feature
characterization method involving three parameter classes, namely the height, the normal and the random
surface model spatial, was also highlighted.
Spedding and Wang [8] attempted to model wire electrical discharge mechanism by reaction surface
methodology (RSM) and artificial neural systems (ANN) considering pulsed diameter (μs), duration between
two pulses (μs), wire voltage (N) and wire power supply speed (m / mm) as input parameters and cutting
distance, surface ra (arithmetic average ruggedness) parameters, skewedness RSC an RSC [8] The study
indicates that the longer the pulse duration and the shorter the pulse period, the greater the Ra, Wa and the pace
of cuts. Curvature still occurred in any reaction surface when the standard combinations of checks for maximal
cuts were completely incompatible with the smallest Ra and Wa and analysis studies found that the ANN model
was more suited to the data and had greater predictive potential than the RSM model in the experimental area.
For detailed electronic quantitative pulse train analysis and machining state control, Liao and Woo[9] has
established a pulse discriminating device for wire electric discharge processes. A tool for calculating the typical
distance variance Width had been identified between the wire electrode and the workpiece. The pulses were
divided into three groups, namely, fast, arc, and natural, to investigate the function of the ignition delay time
(td). In the case of a short pulse, the time between the moment where the voltage difference begins to increase
and the pulse current ended at zero. In arcs, F was between zero and the time threshold (tsd) required to raise its
nominal value by the distance voltage. The pulse train activity was also evaluated quantitatively for short ratio
(Rs), arc ratio (Ra), regular ratio (Rn), machining time ratio, the time distribution of the inflammation interval,
and average time delay in the initiation of typical parametric sparks under different machining conditions. It has
been stated that the short pulse atmosphere, the lonely pulse period and high feed have decreased the difference,
which in effect have contributed to a decrease in usual ratio and average ignition delay and a increase in the
short ratio. It was also observed that the ignition latency of regular sparks had a left skew twisted I distribution,
which was primarily affected in due course. The rise in irregular sparks because of incorrect system settings will
also result in the increase in arc, medium and arc and quick sparks, in three forms in machining instability. The
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technique for increasing the machining stability developed by the research study was to decrease the period for
the first period and the off-time in the second event.
Liao et al.[10] suggested an approach to optimizing with a realistic, non-linear form of programming by the use
of a regression model to refine wire machining machinery's machining parameters. For research, a WEDM
computer built by ITRI and CHMER Group, Taiwan, was used. As the authors claimed, the data indicated that
Taguchi consistency design concept's mathematical models were reasonably reliable to represent real processing
efficiency as explained by subsequent confirmatory studies.
In order to build a technique for preventing wire break during the machining phase, Liao et al. designed the
machine assisted pulse detection method centered in terms of the characteristics of the voltage waveform during
a wire electrical discharge process , given that the overall sparking frequency was the standard spark frequency
And the frequency of the arc spark. Complete spark frequency grew a little before the wire rupture and the level
of arc spark fell more clearly during the wire rupture than the usual spark level. It was therefore assumed that
the gap state (which defined the voltage waveform) could be established not by unexpectedly raising the total
frequency of the spark, but by adjusting the 'natural ratio' or the 'arc ratio' and findings that wire rupture could
occur under natural working conditions, not because the wire electrode had consumed too much energy but due
to the condensation of the gap In addition to the modular logic technique to cope with the WEDM method, Yan
and Liao[13] built a monitoring and adaptive control optimization system (ACO) to simulate operator and
professional knowhow in order to achieve optimal efficiency without the possibility of the wire break. The
irregular ratio and sparking frequency is used for on-line tracking and estimation of the void conditions. These
have also been used as function parameters for WEDM adaptive power.
The dry wire electric discharge (dry-WEDM) method was created by Kunieda and Furudate[19] to be done in a
gas atmosphere without dielectric liquid to boost machining efficiency in the final cutting phase. Comparisons
between traditional and dryWEDM machining characteristics reveal that dry-WEDM provides advantages such
as greater straightness, surface roughness, break-length, flexibility in corner-cut and electrolytic corrosion-free
workpieces. It has been documented that dry-WEDM induced low removal rate and wavelength. The remedy
was to increase the MRR and wavelihood by rising the wire wind speed and raising the real cutting distance.
Liao et al.[21] developed an on-line workpiece height estimation neural network feed-forward model that
defines the machining state in WEDM. Based on the online approximate workpiece height, a regulatory
approach was introduced to establish adaptive criteria such that a safe machining and the machining output is
preserved. Experimental findings indicate that the established workpiece height was successfully determined by
the network with a precision of 1,6 mm.
On the basis of L18 orthogonals, the studies in wire electrical discharge processing for SKD11 alloy steel have
been performed by Huang and Liao[22] with regard to table feed, pulse-on period, pulse-off period, wire
voltage, wire speed and fluid pressure as control variables. The answers were layer removal intensity (mrr),
surface roughness ( Ra) and distance width (G). The authors obtained optimum machining parameters using
Grey relation analysis and a mathematical approach for the highest removal levels and minimum surface
roughness (or ideal surface ruggedness or required gap width).
Hascalyk and Caydas[24] performed an experimental test to research the impact of WEDM parameters on the
machinery characteristics of AISI D5 steel including open circuit voltage, length of the pulses, cable size, and
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dielectric fluid strain. Authors also described four places of both specimens of microhardiness and micrograms.
The exterior surface is the sheet of rubble or recast. The white coat is next line. Underneath the white layer is the
heated and cooled field. It was a smaller, torn field The substance of the relative. Eventually, there was parent
stuff. The surface thickness of the heat impacted region or the white layer was roughly equal to the amount of
energy on the air. They also observed that crack intensity and surface roughness increase with increased pulse
time and open circuit voltage. In addition, cracks enter the heat-affected region based on pulse strength. The
scientists have found that fluid friction and wire speed have no effect on surface roughness.
Klocke etal. (25) examined the impact of various machining parameters on crater morphology (programmed
single crater) on the machines of polycrystalline diamonde and cemented carbide, with the application of ultra
thin wires (pure tungsten and brasscoated steel wires dia 50-, 30, 25- and 20μm). The crater depth was
calculated and SEM measurements were taken to analyze the topography of the crater. Set-up of discharge force
calculation experiments for measuring discharge forces has been established. The reviewers come to the
assumption (1). The presence of non-conductive electrical objects in the substance limits the speed of cutting.
(2).The proportions of the crater had not been affected significantly by idle voltage, pulse on time and current
discharge. (3). The crater structure found was not similar with the same parameters. (4). (4). At the lower idle
voltages the craters were more elliptical. (5). (5). The discharge forces relied heavily on the electrical parameters
and the machinery. The powers is linearly related to the current and voltage of the discharge.
Altpeter and Perez published a survey on wire modeling and control of WEDM[26]. Authors built a partnership
between wired electrode dynamics and the state-of-the-art WEDM control in order to recognize exciting
consumer usability R&D directions and to minimize costs by optimizing process mastering. Authors emphasized
the regulation of different problems such as vibration damping and machine randomness amplification.
Kozak et al. [27] provided a theoretical and experimental analysis of silicon nitride (Si3N4) composite
machining properties for different clamping positions. The authors noticed that depending on the clamping
location there was a major difference in the cutting pace. It refers to shifts in electric resistance during
machining of the workpiece. When the cut hits the lock, the MRR increases. As the wire travels away from the
lock, MRR is that. It was then observed that the real MRR depends on the particular configuration and location
of the cable electrode in relation to the clamping. To minimize the energy loss incurred by the decrease voltage,
Si3N4 was machined using a conductive silver paint on the workpiece. A large rise in MRR due to silver coating
was reported.
Sanchez et al. [28] defined a hybrid computer-integrated corner accuracy method, integrating experimental
process information with computational simulation. The framework is composed of four modules: the User
Interface, the Extended Technological Datenbank (ETdB) and the Simulation Module (SiM module) Revised
Path Generator. It program helps the customer to choose the best cutting technique either by adjusting the cable
direction or by altering the timetable.
Ho et al. also published on state-of-the-art wire electrical discharge (WEDM) machining [29]. The writers have
grouped the broad variety of reported works relevant to the WEDM method into three key areas: maximizing
process variables, tracking and regulation of the mechanism (Fuzzy control system, adaptive control system,
wire breakage, wire latency, wire vibration / self tuning adaptive control) and WEDM creators. Eventually, this
paper addressed potential future work directions.
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In order to achieve rapid transients Yan and Huang [30] developed a closed-loop wire tension management
device using the PI mechanism and one-step adaptive controller. Answer and a slight steady-state wire voltage
loss (7 percent) over an open-loop wire-EDM control device. Experimental tests indicate that geometric edge
loss and cliff edge washout calculated along the workpiece thickness may be decreased between 50 percent and
40 percent, depending on the method created. In comparison, the device built greatly increases the accuracy and
vertical straightness of the corner.
Tosun et al . [ 31] investigated the design and impact on the kerf and the WEDM activities of machining
parameters. Based on the ANOVA test, highly efficient kerf and MRR parameters were found to be open circuit
voltage and pulse length, while wire velocity and dielectric flushing pressure were less accurate. The findings
showed that open circuit voltage was approximately three times higher than the second pulse (pulse duration)
regulation factor, whereas open circuit voltage was about six times higher than the second pulse (pulse duration)
regulation. The signal / noise (S / N) study achieved an optimal parameter mix for the minimal kerf and the
average MRR. The optimal scope of machining parameter values for the minimum kerf objective and maximum
MRR was developed using the exponential modeling method as a multi-objectif, multi-variable, nonlinear
problem of optimization. The optimal machining requirements have been discovered to rely on the value of
minimum kerf weights and the overall MRR word (i.e.: paragraph 1 and paragraph 2). Equal value weights were
proposed in their report, since the low kerf and high MRR in WEDM applications are similarly essential
objectives.
Miller et al . [ 32] investigated the effect of the spark on time and spark on material removal rate ( MRR) and
surface quality of 6 advanced materials, namely, Fe-Cr-Al alloy, classified as Fecralloy or Kanthal (25).

2.4 CRYOGENIC TREATMENT
Mm thick), 316 stainless steel (25 mm thick), wheel Diamond (200 mm dia, 320 ANSI mesh, ava abrasive scale
54 μm), wheel II (very fine, 1200 ANSI mesh diamond, ava abrasive scale around 8 μm).
Permanent magnets (Neomag 34KC2) of 2.3 mm thick WEDM alternating carbon-carbon layer. For each work
content, an umbrella of feasible EDM process parameters was produced and findings were compared. For the
MRR process, regression analysis was implemented. SEM research was used to analyze the impact on surface
finish of essential EDM process parameters.
Tani et al. [34] defined the WEDM subjective Si3N4 isolation ceramics machining process. A leading element
such as TiN was used in the physical vapor deposition (PVD) process to cover the surface of the isolating
ceramics in advance. The helping electrode plays a role in this layer on the ceramic sheet. The experimental
research was performed utilizing the three different wire tool products
Mo, Cu and Cu – Zn. The association between current, machining speed and surface roughness was studied.
When chopping, the authors obtained the precision of straightness and roundness at 12 and 17 μm.
Experimental experiments (Schacht et al . , 2004b) have shown that the skin influence has been a prevailing
trend contributing to higher electrical loads and fewer job present. Thicker layers on steel wires overcome the
skin effect issue, but thinner wires need no sublack copper to contribute to a good cutting speed. Technologies
developed by Aoyama (2001) in the fields of brass wiring in coated wires graded cables: HIH (high hawk), HIF
(high falcon), HIE (High Eagle), HIR (high real) and HIS (high sonic). Furthermore, Ayoma et al . ( 2008)
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contrasted the existing high-speed EDM (HBZ, HIS, HIR) wire electrodes, used for mass manufacturing
applications such as metal moulds for IC lead frames, electronic components. Figure 2.15 shows various wire
electrodes for better roughness and flatness at higher speed. With the flat, painted and composite wire electrodes
varying from 0.01 mm to 0.30 mm the design criteria for the configuration of the modules may be satisfied.
High pressure, coated wire electrode with a tungsten center, molybdenum or steel has been developed to provide
a wire tension required to stabilize the eroding process in the ranges of smaller diameters (0.02 -0.07 mm).
Figure 2.16 displays the ultra-fine wires in small-pulse intensity and sub-micron geometrical accuracy for micro
WEDM applications. In its research Schoth et al . ( 2005) acknowledged the usage of tungsten microdrills (2030 μm) for the isolation of ceramics and plastics for medical devices and acknowledged the potential reach of
the small wire EDM machines. Titanium and titanium alloys are increasingly used for a broad range of uses in
construction, industrial and as surgical implant components. Experimental results were implemented (Antar,
2010; Antar, 2011) to examine the competitive function of aerospace superalloys (Udimet 720 centered on
nickel, titanium alloy Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo) utilizing coated wires (ZnCu50 and Zn rich brass). In contrast with
simple brass wire in the same working circumstances, efficiency improved by up to 70 percent. The volumetric
performance of cutting hard to machine materials including titanium alloys (Ti6Al4V) and cemented carbide
B40 with uncoated sheet, zinc oxide coated brass, CuZn20 coated sheet, was examined by several author
(Kuriakose and Shunmugam, 2004; Poros and Zaborski, 2009). Throughout their experimental research , they
found that brass-coated wires could improve volumetric cutting efficiency by up to 50% relative to other wires.
Increased transfer time improves the volumetric cutting capacity. The effect of the central content on WEDM
cutting pace is seen in Figure 2.17. The higher cutting rate is the strong zinc content. Cutting performance
greatly improves the shielding on commonly utilized aluminum , brass, steel and molybdenum wires through a
sheet of content with a limited job feature such as magnesium, alkaline metals and alkaline earth metals (Ho et
al . 2004). The impact of cryogenic treated wire electrode in WEDM-machined steel was studied, and smooth
surfaces compared with untreated wire electrodes were observed (kapoor et al . , 2011b).

2.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A literature review found that the bulk of research study was directed at improving the function of the WEDM
and modeling the mechanism. According to the limitations on copper wires, the brass wires were made. The
brass wire has a weak conductivity limit. The subsequent advances in wire electrodes also culminated in highperformance wire electrodes that result in increased process quality. However, owing to high prices and other
environmental threats these wires are seldom utilized. A suitable treatment of metal wire may be a suitable
alternative to high-grade wire electrodes to increase WEDM efficiency.

CHAPTER 3 EESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Polycrystalline diamond blanks compose of a sheet of micro-size human-made diamond flakes, synthetized with
and embedded in high-temperature high-pressure cemented carbide substratum. PCD instrument blanks are
often machined in PCD cutting equipment manufacturers or divided into tiny PCD parts by means of electrically
cut (EDM) or laser cutting after brazing is a vital method for fitting the PCD pieces with inserts made of carbide
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(WC) or steel frame holders into full devices. The final step is the completion phase by EDM and grinding to
achieve essentially very smooth geometries and hard cuts.
Job stuff- The working sample for this analysis is a PCD Compax 1500 sintered blank from Diamond
Innovations with an overall scale of 25 μm in diamond grid and a thickness of 94 percent in diamond. The
Compax 1500 360R58.0/1.6-15P instrument is a 58 mm diameter disk diameter, a 0.5 mm thick diamond
coating with an average thickness of 1.6 mm. Table 1 describes its mechanical property.

Table 1 Material properties of Compax 1500 PCD.

Property

Compax 1500

Compressive Strength [GPA]

7.5

Elastic Modulus [GPa]

1100

Transverse Rupture Strength [GPA]

0.85

Thermal Conductivity [W/mk]

600

Electrical Resistivity [Ω cm]

4.0

Density [g/cm3]

3.9

Knoop Hardness – 3kg [kg/mm2]

4000

Fig. 1 PCD tool blank and EDM wire- cut shape.
Wire-cut EDM.
A Sodic A500 wire-cut electrical discharge machining (EDM) machine was used inthis study. As shown in Fig.
1, PCD tool blank was mounted on the working table of the machine, of wich a ϕ200µm copper wire was used
as the electrode and tapper water was used as the dielectric liquid. Fig. 2 (a) shows the wire-cut EDMed small
PCD pieces and then brazed to a carbide insert blank as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The brazed PCD tool inserts were
used as the workpiece for grinding to produce the final PCD cutting tools.
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(a) Wire- cut small pieces

(b) Carbide insert blanks

Fig. 2 Wire-cut EDMed PCD small pieces and carbide insert blanks.
Grinding Process.
Brazed PCD tool inserts were firstly machined using EDM for roughing to remove extra material,
error generated by blank preparation and damaged layer caused by wirecut EDM. Fine grinding was
applied to produce expected tool geometry and cutting edge quality. A 6-Axis CNC Ewag Ewamatic
Line cutter grinder was used for brazed PCD tool inserts fine grinding as shown in Fig. 3. Diamond
abrasive wheel 6A2 from Ultrawheels was used for the PCD tool inserts fine grinding, which is
verified bond D5C125V-400 with a diameter of Ø150x5x8x30x40mm, super fine diamond grit size of
5µm and 125% abrasive concentration.

Fig. 3 6-Axis CNC Ewag Ewamatic Line cutter grinder
Results and Discussions
Fig. Fig. 4 displays PCD blanks for EDM wire cutting: (a) top and (b) side views. It is obvious that the affected
coating displays an foreign color from the substance in the middle of the substrate.
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The thickness of this compromised coating is roughly 100μm. Due to exceptionally high temperatures during the
EDM process, the PCD binding metal was melted and evaporated and the substrate microstructures were also
adjusted to alter the material properties. The affected layer must then be fully extracted in the following step.

(a) Top view

(b) Side view

Fig. 4 EDM wire-cutting damaged layer of the PCD small pieces.
During EDM wire cutting, the presence of water as the dielectric liquid brought electrolysis effects,
which dissolves the metal cobalt, bonding material in PCD blanks. Fig. 5 shows the voids generated
on the PCD pieces after EDM wire cutting. Diamond particles lost the connection strength and pulled
out after the bonding material cobalt dissolved. Fig. 5 (a) shows the overview of PCD small pieces
near the EDM wire cutting edge. Some voids were found on PCD small pieces near the cutting edge.
Fig. 5 (b) shows the close view of one void under high magnification. The void formed following
diamond particles pulled out.

(a) Overview

(b) Close view

Fig. 5 Void created by wire cutting EDM at PCD small piece edge.
Fig. 6 Displays the effects of the PCD chemicals delivery study of the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope on
the tiny piece of PCD along the EDM wire cutting point. The horizontal axis is the gap (μm) to the EDM wire
cutting edge from the analysed point. The atomic contents (percentage) of chemical elements contained in the
EDX study are vertical axis. The chemical compositions of PCDs at the edges of the EDM wire are regulated by
three main chemical components, such as C , O and Co. Many chemical components, such as Cu, Zn, W, Fe and
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Al, are negligible owing to the phase of contamination of PCD blank, EDM wire and fixture substrates. The
atomic oxygen concentration is significantly decreased from the edge of the EDM wire cutting to the edge of
100μm. Furthermore, under process circumstances, the site impacted region by the EDM wire cutting was
estimated to be about 100μm. Throughout the following step, it must be extracted to ensure the tool efficiency.
Otherwise, the edge chipping would potentially occur.

Fig.6 PCD chemical elements distribution around the EDM wire cutting edge.
CONCLUSION
EDM wire cutting behaviors and properties for custom-made PCD cutting devices have been tested on PCD
blanks. The EDM PCD was studied with the assistance of an electronic scanning (SEM) optical 3D noncontact
profilometer and energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) scan microscope. It was observed that a weakened coating at
the EDM wire cutting PCD edge is about 100μm thick. Electrical flickering created a few voids on the blanket
evaporated the binder metal of the PCD. During the meanwhile, the percentages of chemical material below the
EDM wirecutting PCD edge are often adjusted inside the affected substrate. These variables will greatly
decrease PCD efficiency as a cutting tool. The weakened coating must then be totally eliminated by
corresponding EDM and grinding processes in the manufacturing of PCD devices.
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